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It’s easy to envy a dancer—the way they carry their body with a turned-out walk. It's as if they float through space. This peculiar yet beautiful gate stands out amongst the masses. Author Nicole Krauss describes
this envy well in her book, Forest Dark.

( JC )

( KP )

“More and more it seems to me that dancing is where my true happiness lies, and that when I write, what
I am really trying to do is dance… because dance is free of language,” Krauss writes. “But, to dance is to
make oneself available; it only takes place in the present—the moment after it happens, dance has already
vanished.”
Julia Crockett, the dancer, actor, teacher, choreographer, and creative movement specialist, is on a mission to fully comprehend and educate others on the importance of moving the body. She prefers to direct
others in everyday fluid, pedestrian movements inside a structured space. It's as if she's reminding her
movers and dancers that everything they need is inside of them.

( JC )

( KP )

Before meeting Crockett, I attended her directorial piece, Automatic Ensemble—a half choreographed-half improvisational performance. The venue was located in Bushwick, at the end of a quiet, industrial street. White twinkling lights illuminated the entryway. Although the space was expansive, it felt
inviting with its aged, multi-paned windows, exposed brick, and warm yellow lighting. A tall woman with
orange hair floated around the space. I assumed this was Crockett. I was right.
My first one-on-one meeting with Crockett was at a coffee house in Bushwick. We were there to discuss
the video and photo shoot for Bound. It lasted over two hours, during which time we discussed a number
of topics, ranging from dance to fishing, engines, and even the apocalypse. Much like walking into the
performance space of Automatic Ensemble, I felt immediately invited in by Crockett, although I was the
first to arrive. She is equal parts articulate and goofy—a gentle force, yet a malleable statue that stands
almost six feet tall. It was during this meeting, and another at a Soho bar near her performance space
(after having just taken a Movement For Everybody class together), that I realized how much Crockett has
invested in movement, both as an artist and educator. At the risk of sounding too eager, each time I left
her, I felt inspired and transformed.

( Julia Crockett )

A cumulative moment of a lot of different paths. One was I trained Briana, my partner, to teach
movement. We studied at the same acting studio where I was running the movement program,
and she was also dancing in my company. She and I were getting ready to leave that studio for a lot
of different reasons; mainly, we wanted something of our own. So much of what we were doing at
this acting school was answering to its director. We wanted ownership over what we were creating.
At the time, I was also teaching at Parsons, at correctional institutions, and working with young
men at Rikers, all while hosting these “jams”, which were improvisational, open movement classes
free to the public. I would work out ideas on bodies much like a painter going to their studio. You
can’t do that as a choreographer—you can’t just go and brainstorm; at least not the way I want to.
At some point, I had a pretty consistent group attending my jams, but I felt like I was offering more
than I was receiving. Briana and I started talking and we agreed that we wanted to bring this kind
of work to all bodies, not just actors. I started to feel a little disenchanted with teaching only actors,
so expansion was necessary. A year ago, we left the studio and started Movement for Everybody.
Briana was a huge part of it—she has an incredible administrative brain.
One of the most important things to me is community, but not a digital community. There are no
cell phones, no pictures. It’s a space for bodies to come together. That's what makes the work feel
special. It feels like a family.

Do you know this video, SSS? It’s by Henry Hills, who makes short, experimental films. It’s beautiful—a bunch of people in the 80s dancing around New
York, and there is a wild jazz score. It’s always been very inspiring to me.

( KP )

-

( JC )

( Julia shows me the video. She’s right—it’s beautiful,
it’s very New York, and it’s inspiring. )
( Kody Pangburn )

You posted a video on Instagram of a woman in a burgundy

( JC )

Oh! Odin Teatret. Yes, also very inspiring.
( Odin Teatret is a theatre group based in Holstebro, Denmark. It was founded by the Italian
theatre director Eugenio Barba in 1964 )

( JC )

( KP )
( KP )

My work is very human. Dancers will say there
is a chasm between their physical body and their
emotional body; I’m interested in the intersection,
in reintegrating those two things. I want it to be
intimate. An enormous part of my work is discovering how your heart and body are in dialogue.

( KP )

M

In a way, yes—that’s reductive, of course. It’s the intersection between the two. I had, for many years of my life,
a sort of identity crisis based around this question; or
even while trying to explain to people what it is that I do.
When I was younger, that identity crisis centered around
the question of where do I show my work? I was showing
it at dance festivals, but that space put the wrong lens over
how my work was viewed. It also felt wrong to have it in a
theater; that felt perverse and hokey. Eventually, I started
showing at galleries.

-

( JC )

I grew up dancing, and I trained as an actor. I took a movement class in my acting training, which I now
teach. The integration of the two worlds made a lot of sense to me. After that, I continued wanting to be
an actor, but I kept training [in movement] and teaching and developed my body as a dancer. I always had
this understanding of movement as performance because of acting.
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( JC )

-

( KP )

( JC )

Dancers are such a pleasure to work with because they
have such high somatic intelligence. When they get an
appetite to unwrap the package and take off that suit, it’s
really special. At this point in my career as a choreographer, the perfect body to work with is a former dancer,
someone who has danced and then lost it. They have training in their body, but it’s rigid—valuable but rigid. It’s as
if they have been imprinted with someone else’s business.

Creative Movement Specialist. But I do think of myself as a choreographer.
-

I’m interested in clumsy intricacies of the process
as opposed to something that is overly processed.
What makes movement really human and messy
is what my work is about. Another video I love is
Playtime. It’s a great example of pedestrian gestures becoming dance. Jacques Tati, the director,
is one of my total heroes. He looks at movement
in an artful way. In this one particular scene, he
uses pedestrian gestures to make sounds, repeats
them, and creates rhythm

( KP )

I understand that feeling of the dance world “not being
available to me”. I work with a lot of people who think the
dance world is not available to them because they didn’t
grow up dancing. There is something really noble about a
trained dancer. I know and work with dancers who have
that history and wear it like a badge, and they should. It
can sometimes breed a lot of resentment and competition
and I get it. Some dancers believe that if someone didn’t
grow up doing it, then it’s not available to them. But, it’s
limiting all the rest of humanity to this form of expression.

( JC )

I think that is really exacerbated by the
internet. I have to show and represent
something that can’t really be represented. There is a great essay by Peggy
Phelan on the Ontology of Performance. In it, she describes, “The piece being a thing that is defined by its going
away–its departure.” I’m split; I think
I have personal crises around thinking
people they need to see this, which is
my ego…

Yes, and this is not unique to me, but I do feel like the quality of my work is immediately lost once it’s documented. So much of it is about the ineffable thing that happens between two people. I often go back through
videos and photos on Instagram—for example, of Automatic Ensemble, the last piece I choreographed—and
think it’s impossible to catch what was actually happening; what it feels like to be in a room full of people who
are listening to each other. There is no way to document that, so there is a sort of eternal frustration about it
because of my ego, because of my financial needs. At the same time, and I don’t use this word lightly, there is
a sacredness to it. There is something so liberating about improvised work: we create something, and it’s an
hour long, and we don’t even know what it looks like; then it’s gone. It’s so contrary to the way I feel outside
of the studio, or the culture outside of the studio, where we document everything and make it bite-sizes so
that it looks good on a phone screen.
When we started Movement for Everybody, people were like, “What is it—give us an elevator pitch”. I have
no idea how to do that. At first, I was really frustrated that I couldn’t do it. But now, I think there is something
really special about not being able to do it. There is a therapeutic component to it because it is so fleeting.
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( JC )

( KP )

Engaging with improvisation is the best way to engage
with the self in a high stakes scenario. “Oh, so this is how
I respond to fear. This is how I respond to being seen.
This is how I respond to someone touching me.” It helps
you find out what you want and don’t want. So much of
what I teach centers around permission. I try to create
a space where there is no agenda; a place where people
can feel safe.
( JC )

( KP )

In acting training now, or in the entertainment business, there are all of these boundaries and codified guidelines on how to
approach touch, so people feel protected. In a
couple of my studios, I was dealing with that
head-on. My work is all about being surprised, caught off guard, allowing someone to
touch you, and live in that experience. Yet, I’m
in a world where everyone is like, “We need to
define our comfort zones”, which I completely
respect and embrace, but it’s difficult.
The only way I have found to solve it is to
create a space where there is no agenda. In
my company, all of us have been together
for so many years. There is this conundrum
about being a dancer, where you are so embodied but disembodied; that chasm of being
in the body, but emotions are someplace else.
I mean, I like seeing people be fearful; not in
a malicious way, but because I want them to
approach it. So, finding that balance is challenging.

( JC )

( KP )

The thing I’m most fearful of is the apocalypse; specifically, not being with my people. I’ve
been joking a lot with my girlfriend about developing my apocalypse skills. She’s a builder.
My whole life is in this realm of the intangible and ephemeral; exploring and experiencing
this thing that is fleeting and impermanent. So, I’ve been thinking of what my skills actually
are. We’re getting farther and farther from being able to take care of ourselves. Like, what
happens if our phone stops?
( JC )

( KP )

To bring it back to the body, I’m fascinated by
how many people I encounter, when I’m coaching or directing or teaching, that have that
exact same relationship to their own body;
they don’t know how it works. In class recently,
I explained to a girl what her diaphragm is, and
she said to me “I don’t know what that is”.
In one of my studios, I have a life-size skeleton,
and every time someone walks into the room
they grab it and play with as if they don’t have
one of their own. Most people walking around
the world have poor body mapping, and areas
that a person can’t body map, or of which they
don’t have neuro images of in their brain. I
don’t know what any of that technically means,
but what I do know is, if they don’t have any
sense of this area—let’s just say, the lumbar
spine—then, that is the area where they are
going to experience pain and injury.
The bedrock of my teaching practice is, feelings go places. There is this guy, Wilhelm
Reich, a contemporary of Jung, who was one
of the first dudes to talk about the somatic experience. If you release this, an experience will
come with it, kind of like when a person gets a
massage and they cry; that happens when people come to my class because we have feelings,
we put them places, and we close ourselves off
to them.

( JC )

( KP )

M

No, not in the least. Recently, I gave a mini talk at this Neuro Conference, my version
of a Ted Talk. [Laughs]. I told the story of my relationship to movement. My father
was really sick my whole life. He was diagnosed with cancer the day I was born. He
passed away when I was 13, and I remember having a profound disconnect from my
body afterwards. I was experiencing a lot of pain, and I was having trouble sleeping. It
wasn’t until I was in a movement class, where I was forced to move and roll around that
I finally was comfortable in my body.
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( KP )

18.

( JC )
( JC )

( KP )

( JC )

( KP )

So, at that same conference, I learned that sometimes a person’s response to trauma can lead to a crash in their right brain, which gives
people a feeling of being disembodied. In order to come back online after the trauma and reactivate the right brain, big, expansive
movements [are needed], which is why movement therapy can be so
successful.

( JC )

( KP )

Yes, and I didn’t even know it. Then, in this movement class, I had
this moment of coming back. I finally felt like I was seeing people
again, and it was extremely emotional. There was this moment
where I was thinking “Oh my god, oh my god, I’m alive!”

Well, it depends on what I am doing, whether I’m moving my
body or not. But, I think I feel most outside my body when I wake
up.
( JC )

( KP )

( KP )

-

( KP )

( JC )

( JC )

Probably the heart.

Yeah. In the somatic practices, I do it’s all based around
this circular motion—it’s the best way to release habits. I
use repetition a lot directorially or choreographically, especially if it’s a gesture, to allow the meaning to accumulate. In theatrical improv, there is this idea of “Yes, and…”,
which I always joke I’m going to get tattooed on my ass.
[Laughs]. It creates a thesis statement so easily. In my class
last Sunday, we worked on repeating someone else’s gesture. We worked on trying to enter someone else’s body and
uncover a new way of moving.

There is this choreographer I really love, Jerome Bel, who does a
lot with chance. He has worked for disabled bodies, and he also
works a lot with music. Jerome is someone who made me feel okay
to call myself a choreographer, considering what I do. He has one
piece where he puts on music, but the dancers don't know what
it is, and he gives them direction like, "Okay, you are all going to
hug each other”, and “When this song comes on you're going to
take off a piece of clothing”. He finds the intersection of dance
and performance art, all while playing the music randomly. I'm
so interested in the unknown in that way.

( KP )

( Julia thinks for a second. )

( JC )

The short answer, yes. Absolutely. Being one of the leaders of a community
space, there is an expectation that I need to be an enlightened person and
practice what I preach at all times. I struggle with that a lot. I’m a bit of a
contradiction—I so badly want to be seen, but I’m afraid of being known intimately. You asked me earlier what I’m afraid of, and I’m afraid of that—being known intimately—but my whole life is about helping people to become
known intimately. There is this impossible conundrum of teaching something that I haven’t yet resolved for myself.
I do deal with that insecurity a lot—constantly questioning whether I know
what I’m doing. I will say this, based on no sample and no evidence at all, that
this is a distinctly female issue. At least the women in my life have to show
evidence to prove that they are capable of doing what they’re doing.
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